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PREFAC.E

No one will deny that attitudes are "Major influences'in our liVes.
They. colitribute, in the 'extremes, either' positively ornegatively to.the
quality of .ourrelationships with others at work or play..

Any teachdr,t an verify from experience that.thereis a high cor-
relation between a -Student(S.attitude'toward.schOol and his school

tnMieveent. 'A number 9f scholarly studies document this fact while
others 'identify. sgurces of attitudes or describe various student behaviors.
manifested as a fesUlt of attitudeS.

Knowledge of the relatio ip,between attitudes and behavior and
achieverrient is useful, however, only if aiteaQfier has a readily available
'instrument that is easily administered an4 scoredia9d some framework
within which to interpret results. It is the purposeof this monograph
to provide such'informatiOn alorig-with reSoArces for use by teachers in
studying students' attitudeS:

It is hoped that this additional ins ght into student behavior will
inspire teachers to test ways of assistin students in deveiloping attitudes
which will make school a happier, more eWarding place to be..

The informatiOn included in'this ublidatiOn may also be of value
at the district level. Many school syste s have made provisions to
include attitudinal data in their Compreh nsive Educational Plan. The
attitude scales (elementary and seconds y levels) included in this mono-
graph provide a means by which these d to may be easily collecled,

. analyzed, and reported. 1'
p J. B Hodges, Director

P I . Yonge Laboratory School
Coll ge of Education
Uni ersity of Florida
Ga esville, Florida 32611-
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INTROAUCTION

This Res rce Monograph was writterrto provide Florida edu-
cators with a s¢h4ol attitude scale which could be easily adminiStered
and scored. Two ms are included: one for elementary level pupils
,and one for those

Two' ms included:
These attitude scales have not

been copyrighted and so may be reproduced at the ideal level.

_In order ,for schools,effectively to gauge where their students'
stand relative to other pupil's in the State, tables of horms for the
secondary and elementary forms of the Student Attitude Scale have been
included in the Appendix. The norm tables for the 'secondary form Of
the instrument were developed from the responses of 4,918-pupils in, 40
Florida public schools Collected as part of the University of Florida'ts
educational leadership study. The P: K. Yonge Laboratory School and
the Florida Educational Research and Development Council jointly
sponSpred a study 'in 1974 to develop a table of norms for the elementary
form Forty-five elementary classrooms in fifteen schoolS (1;073
pupils) participated,_in thiS project.

,

Because of the cooperative nature of the effort. to develop norms
for the elementary form of the attitude scale, letters were mailed to
all Florida Educationkl Research,and Development Council county rep-
resentatives. informinthem of the purposes of the study and seeking. an
elementary school within their county willing to participate.. The names
and addresses of these schools were forwarded to the P. K. Yonge
Lab ratory School.

School-g which indicated a willingness to participate were sorted
into three categories basbd on_size of school as indicated by number-of
teachers employed. Using a map of Florida, five schools were selected
&cm each of the three size categories to reflect a demographic distri-
bution across the State. The fifteen schools selected to participate in
this Study are listed on the acknowledgments page of this monograph'

Each of the fifteen selected schools was contacted directly and
given directions for participation in the study. These instructions
included having,a third, /fourth, and fifth grade teacher within the school
administer the Battle Student Attitude Scale to their pupils and provide
data sex and race of students. The completed attitude scales were
then eturned to p. K. Ycmge for scoring and analysis. These data
produ.ed theo percentile table which is included as the. Table of Norms
for the (elementary form of the Battle Student Attitude Scale.
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cover
monograph h4s been divided into a nwnber of sections

which cover those questions most likely to be-raised locally about the
collection and use of data on pupils' attitudes toward school.. A des-
criPtion.of the contents of each of the sectlipps followc

'D ' 1. a brief discussion of attitudes, whatthey are, Show
they develop, and why they are imiiortantln meeting

vthe'academic objectives -of schools;

2. background information on the development of the
secondary and elementaryleveis of the attitude scale
including the processes used in establishing tables of
statewide norms;

procedw-es to be used in admiriisteringand scoring,
the attitude scale;

f

4. hipts on how aleacher or school'thight interpret .

inforniation collected on pupils' attitudes toward
school;

5. suggestions for inclusion of attitude measurement in.$\
a school's evaluation program or Anpual Report;.

copies of ,both forms of the attitude scales wjliCh may
be reprodUce,d and used locally; and,

7 tables of norms and stanines or both the elementary/
and secondary levels of the de scale.r

As previously mentioned, financial support for collection and
analysis of data necessary to establish the table of norms for theele-
MentarY level of theptitude scale was cooperatively prOVided by the
Florida Educatio al 1Research and Development Council and the P. 1.
Yonge Laborat y School.

4 4
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WHAT AR ATTITUDES?

Yet to^be formulated is a definitiOn of "attitudes" acceptable to
all social psychologists. Despite this state of:affairs certain characterX
istics.of attitudes haye been widtly agreed 404 including the, fact that
they are a Predisposition,to respond to' social objects and that they
direct overt'behaviOr. The definitidn of attitudes used 'in this' monograph
has been propdset4 by Shaw and. Wright' (196.7) and takes these-two basic
characteristics, into account: , .

A relatively enduring system of evaluative, affective
reactions baSed upon-and reflecting the evaluative

-.concepts °I beliefs which have been learned about
the characteristits of a social object occlas$ of
social objects. (p. 3) i

$

attitude is a state orsdispopition to act toward an object. -It
has both direction a ,rintensity. In an educational setting a pupil could °

have attitudes towatcrlkvariety of objects including his school as a whole,
other pupils, his teacher, the principal, and the basketball team. The
direction of the attitude might be faiora.ble or unfavorable, positive or
negative; its intensity either strong or plight. An unfavorable attitude
toward the school. might be so intense as to manifest" itself in severe

. vandalism. Or, it )sould be so favorable that the pupil would spend
Saturdays cleaning, painting, planting, and beautifying the school
building and its groundS.

Generally, it is believed that favorable attitudes-will lead; to more
positive consequences in pupil growth, citizenship, achievement, coop-
eration, and social .climate. Negative attittides are often accompanied
by disruptive behavior, truancy, dropouts, va.ntilism, and other 'unde-

\sirable consequences. Therefore, it is'important fQ principals apd,
teachers to haye :some measure of their pupilsiatt-ittiaes. Such a
measure may inditate that "corrective- action needs to be taken within the
classiOOrii, ,or it may provide the psychological security of knowing that
thingS are going Well. Where school faculties are consciously trying to
build morale, an attitude measure will be needed to assess whether or
not their program is making a difference.
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4110oUr)different ways in which attitudes develop' lave been defined
.(Stagner, 1941): (1) integratiOn, (2) trauma, (3) differentiatyn,
andnd -(4) adoption.'

..0
Integration. Atti udes may develop as a7response to a series

of events which happen to an individual over -time. An example from a
recent -study (Cadmus, 1974) portrays the changes in behavior and atti-
tude of a first grade male b weed the opening of school andlhe end of
the first six weeks. At begin chool this child` had actedvery
much like a oleader.. He had a high level f self-confidence and was very

/ verbal. It soon,became evident, however, that his lower-Blass back-
ground had not adequately prepared.him for school. He lacked institu-
tional social skills and.liad severe.acadernic deficiencies. These
limitations placed him in a noncompetitive position vis-a-vis the other
Students,in the class. As this slovilyArame evident to him, his enthu-
Siastit decreased and he displayed pred''zZively higher levels of hostile
behavior toward his'peers.

. 2. Trauma,' An attitude may develop in response tg. a single
shocking ot'painful experience. Most of us can renivnber a student
who was publicly humiliated in school, possibly" in response to some
wrongdoing on.his part: But the punishment was devastingn4,t cOr'-
rective, and consequently the student developed deep- seated, negative
attitudes which may have become generalized over tune .to include
teachei-s or anything else associated with school.

. 3. Differentiation. Attitudes` of unrest and discontent within the
society may hianifest themSelves in negative'responses to school (or .
other institutions). During the middle nd late 1960's, Significant dis-'"

. agreement with governMent ,poligy toward Vietnam became directed '
toward more immediate targets. For instance, manycoliege, campuses
witnessed efforts tO burn ROTC bit,aings, sit-ins in university presi-
dents', offices, or efforts to force diScontinuation of chemical Warfare.
research. Many, high schoolS o experienced their own versions of
student discontent,during this settled period in, the life of the country:

4. Adoption. T acquiring
4* .

tn. his method Of, r attitudes entails the
acceptant of those attitudes, or responses to objects, which are
endorsed by friends,, teachers, qr other significAnt.-persons. , If a
student's close-friends are positive in their responses toward school,
it is to be .expected that hts attitudes will also be positive. The
reverse is, of course, also true. 'Studies of cliques (Darnico, 1974) in ,

high 'schools have indicated that attitudes Itg clique 'members toward
grades are' a more important determiner of grade-point average 'for
their Members than scor6s on an aptitude test.; , .

.
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As,the pie.e'eding .cliscussion,has ihdicated,- attitude formation or
change, may be a slaw prOceas or may occur very, rapidly...Most attitudes''
are xn9re fortuitiously acquired than deliberately cultivated. , More than
fdrty years ago Remmers (1934) .;showed that fifteen minutes of teaching
With appropriate materials could"groduce a measurable 'change in
attitudes. Hence, it-is possible for st.thbol progritras to,be'planned to
improiPe'pupil Mattitude8.. If the ol5ject:of this irriPrpveehi is.the
his peers, his teacher, tilt pringipg.r, the..schoOl as a whole, or some
compilation of theie, glen the. two forms of the.,Battle Sfuden.t Attitude
Cale,...destribed in the 'remainder pf.this monograph, are valid ancta

reliable instruments...for assOsfrig,' the effectiveness of the progra

t
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DgVEL015MENT OF THE SECONDARY AND ELEMENTARY
FORMS OF THE BATTLE STUDENT ATTITUDE/CALE,

The secondary form of the Student Attitude Scale was developed
,bylean A.. Battle as a part of the:University' of Florida's study of ,edu-
catio(nal leadership.. This nine-year investigation sought to describe
how Nblic school principals performed their jobs and how theirkiif-
ferent operating-patterns influenced such variables as teacher human
relations, . teacher activities, parent attitudes, curriculum change, °

pupil acceptande of each other, pupil achievement, and pupil attitudes.

Battle was unable to find an existing instrument which measured
the 'student attitudes in which he was interested. He did, ,however, find
two instruments which did part of the job. The firSt of these' was an,
.instrument by Philips (1951) which in turn was based on an earlier study
by Sheerer (1949). Philips' 50-item instrument measured attitudes
toward self and others.. It had a reported test-retest reliability of . 84:
Lyman (1941) had developed the second instrument used by Battle. It
was a 90-item true 'false ;inventory directed toward feelings. involving
teachers, students, school social life, /si;hool curriculum, and school
administration. Drawing upon these two studies, Battle (1954) developed

0-item scale which measured attitudes toward self, other .students, .

tea hers, school administrators, and the school as a whole. Fifteen
items measuvd attitudes toward self; ten items toward other pupils;

,twenty items fowarcitAaChers; ten items toward the principal; and five
items assessed atties toward the school as a whole. Each statement
was worded negatiVely and students responded to each on a three-point
scaI of Mostly False, Sometimes, and Mostly True.

The validity (4termining whether the instrument in'easured what
it was purported to) of Battle's Student Attitude Scale was obtained by
correlating it withliyman's (1941) and Philips' (1951) instruments,
which were deemed to be measuring the same things. An.additional
criterion used in judging the validity of the Battle Student Attitude Scale
was the judgments of persons who knew the pupils and the situation--
teachers and the research team. Results correlated adequately with
teachers' judgments of attitudes of individual pupils, and the instrument
discriminated among eh :_:ses and schools in a way which corresponded
with the judgments of<_. e research team who had worked in the schools
for a year. Several split-half reliabilities were caldulated (correlating
scores on odd-numbered items with scores on even - numbered items

,

4 1:3



followed by a formula to estimate the correlation of the test with itself)
and these ranged from .88 to, .94. This procedure measures how
consistently the test performs and the obtained correlations are con-
sidered fairly high for this type instrument.'

The secondary form of,the.instrument was used in later studies
in the leadership project (Grubman, 1958; luckenbach, 1959; Maynard,
1955) -nd found to discriminate adequately, There was still a need,
however, for an instrument for earlier grades.

The firstdstep in the development of the elementary form of the
Bathe Student Attitude Scale was to gb through the original test, item- ,,

by 7item, and rewrite each using simpler language wherever possible.
Items were also-examined as to their appropriateness for children-in
grades three, four, and five. 40.

The revised form was tried out with pupils below the sixth grade.
-Besides giving the test, several small groups of children were recruited'.
'Ito go over it item-by-item orally, with members' of the research staff.
Based upon these two processes, additional editing was done. Statis-
tical validation'procedures were then used., Forna B (elefnentary);for
the 16wer grades, or for student§ with lowerotthan sixth grade reading
levels, was validated by administering the original secondary., form and
then, within several days, research Form B to several classes of sixth
grade students? Score's on the two forms were correlated. An iterative
bidimensional item analysis, correlating each its-m on the new'form With
tlie total score made by the student on the, existing seCondary forrii,
yielded acceptable items for Form B (see' Appendix D):

The item analysis procedure used. was that. of Wherry and
Gaylord; Guertin and Rowe developed a computer progravr-(-UFSPL090 -
University of Florida Statistical Program Library, 1965) for this pro-
cedure.. At any given staWhe internalcriterion is the total score on
items retained. in the test. After eachStbp, the five percent of the items
with the lowest biserial correlations are deleted and a new total score '
is determined on the remaining items. The itetest correlations are
calculated on the new total score and the process is repeated until the
only remaining items have sufficiently high item-test biserial
correlations.

A biserial correlation is one in which one variable - extends over
a range of scores and the other is put in one. of two possible categories
even though there might be underlyingrnormality,as in assigning people
to such categories as hot finishing high school or being high school

,,,graduates. Ordinarily a perfect Rosit,l,Ve correlation is, 1.00. The
r has a flaw in that Correlation can exceed 1.00 even though -,

such correlationsare a mathematical artifact. ,Because. of the tendency
to overestimate correlations, the .01 level of confidence was used as a



cut-off point in deciding to retain items. This means if there were
really no correlation between the item and the'test as a whole, there
would be only one chance in a hundred that a correlation that large or
larger would be obtained. Only items 6, 19, and 26 are even clbse' to a
biserial r of .302, which is signifthant at, the .01 level with the number
of subjects involved; all other items were near or above the .001 level
of significance. ,

Theyeliability of the elementary form of the Battle Student
Attitude Scale was estimated using the split-halves method. It was esti-
mated to range fiom .85 to' .,88.

41,

6 1 r-
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III

DIR,FCTIONS FOR Ab,MINISTVRING AND SCORING.
BATTLE STUDENT ATTITUDE SCALE '

'SECONDARY AND ELEMENTARY FORMS

This section providesdirections on, the adrninistr4.:.tion and
scoring of both levers of the Battle Student Attitude Scale: /Adminis-:
tration of the elementary and secondary forms is similar except that
the questions may be read aloud to younger students or' those whO have
reading difficulties this is not a measurement of students' ability to
read.

The elementary form has been developed for'use with pupils
belOw the sixth grade level and the secondary form. for,those pupils in
the sixth through twelfth grades. For sixth grade pupils either the
elementary or secondary forms may' be used. If the sixth grade -class
is a part of an elenientary scool, and other grades are being tested,
use of the same form will aid in comparison across grades. Likewise,
if the sixth grade is apart Of a middle or junior high school, adminis-
tration of the secondary form will permit comparisons to be made
among the various grades.

Scoring for both forms of the attitude scale is the same; however,
the secondary farm contains 60 questions and the elementary forpi only
58. After administration and scoring, refer to the percentile tables in
Appendix C for, interpretation of results.

You may elect to have students respond directly on the attitude
scale or to place their responses do an answer ,sheet, either IBM or
school developed.

Administration

If students use answer sheets rather Phan responding on the
attitude scale itself,- give, out.the answer sheets first, have them record
all identifying information requested, and then give the attitude scale to
all students. -

Ask., students not to write on the attitude scale.'br start answering
the questions until you have given additional directions.



1If ,students mark on the test itself, have theni com plete the
required, information at the bottom of the first sheet. They should
include their full name, grade, and sex. The date the scale is admin-
istered may also be important, especially,itthe data are to be collected
again. If you are 'the only person in your school administering the scale
and are u"sing.the results for your own purposes, you may not need all of
the information requested on the form; use your own discretion in what
you collect. If the entire school or district is completing the attitude
scale, there'may be additional identifying information requested
depending .i, thepurposes,for which it is being used.

Read t inerOductory paragraph on the frontof the scale to your
students. Stre s that-there are no right or' wrong answers. 4 They
should not answer thevay they feel jou would, want them to, nor the way-
they feel their parents, or even their best friends; would want them to
answer.' They are to think about how they feel about each question and
answer each in that way.

Explain that for each question there are three possible responses.
A sAtement maybe MOSTLY. TRUE or TRUE for the student, n..which
case he would the MT (or, darken Answer Space No. 1-if u6l'hg an
answer' sheet) . If a question is about HALF-TRUE anckHALF -FALSE.
(sometimes true and sometimes false) the student is to circle S (or.
darken the appropriate answer space). And, if the statement is
MOSTLY FALSE or FALSE the student should circle MF (or darken,
Answer Space No. 3), Be sure the student's ,understand how they are to
answer before they begin.

Have the.'At dents turn to the first page of the attitude scale an_ d
begin. If student raise questions about ,interpretation of particular
items, you may/answer; be careful not to indicate a response preference.
There -is np tin,le limit on this attitude scale.., Again, questions may be
read aloud for those students who have difficulty in .reading. Students
should answer all questions. When you coiled the completed forms,
take a few min es and,check to see that this has been done. This is
especially ...-pl5rtant if more than one class is completing the scale; it
becomes difficult to return to many rooms and have students fill in
missing responses.

Storing

The higher the score a student receives, the. more positive is
his attitude toward school. Because the questions are worded negatively,
a student response of MOSTLY FALSE receives the highest score and is
the more positive.

8



Each question marked MT '(mostly true or true) should be giverl,
one point. Each question answered S (sometimes false and sometimes
true) should,be given two points, and each question answered MF
(mostly,false or-false) aould be given three points. Orni vd questions
Inc) response) shoukd be scored as'if they were marked S- that,is, they
should be given twotpoints.

To et a total. score for each pupil, sum the points. given for
each questi For example, g an elementary pupil .marks 22-questions
MF, 31 questions S, andthe other 5 MT, his 'score would be:

22 66
31 x 2 = "62

5 r 1 = 5

133



1V.

WAYS IN WHICH TEST RESULTS MAY BE INTERPRETED

The.original sca e ancrthe elementary form were developed o
that all items contribute he measurement of the same thingTpupilt
attitudes toward their school. All items have a relatively high corre-
lation with the total test score. Hence,- total scores and means of
total, scores may be used for research-and 'evaluation. Since the reli-
ability of a test goes up with increased length, stat tic ,l studies are
more likely to be valid for the wh 'dle .test than for rt of the test.
However, while globalscores'can indicate general ealth or general

- trouble tioy do not pinpoint specific trouble spots. It is possible, and
Sometimes desirable, to analyze resthts on two et r

Each test is made up of questions on atTifudes,toward self,
other pupils, teachers, school administrators, and the, school as af.
whole. These subtgsts may be scored separately and comparisons
made or changes analyzed between pre- and posttesting.

Since ther'e are different numbers of items in different subtests
'(on the secondary form.:' self, 15 items; other students, 10; teachers,

_20; principal, 10; whole-school, 5 items), comparisons can .be made
between sections by dividing section score by the rauyber :of' items in

' That section. For example, if totaj, for self werer24, for oilier
students .20, for teathers 45',. for ch.e;,Principal 18, and for the school
as a whole 6, then the item averages by section would be:

self 1.60
other_students 2.00
teachers 2.25.
principal 1.80
whole school 1.20

Whep one looks at ihese results he needs to remember that 1. 0
is an unfavorable attitude, 2.00 a neutral atiitnde, and 3.. 00 a favorable
attitude. On the basis of scores used in our example, attitudes tow
self (1.60) would be viewed ;is unfavorable: Pupils would have a he
attitude toward "other students" (2. 00),. a mildly favorable attitude
toward "teachers" (2.25), a 'Slightly negative attitude toward the
."principal" (1.80), and a very unfavorable attitude toward the-Wich
as a whole" (1.20). The total score would be 11'3. -If this .were the s, ore
for 'a single pupil it ,would have a percentile rank- of 9. This would indi-
cate a very, unhappy putql, probably in need of help.

10 E
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, ...The.third-lcver on which results might be analyzed ,and used is .

by tho individual items on the attitude scale. One study sample pupils
in grades 6, 9, and '31 and analyzed results item-by-item, rep sting
results in percents. 'Here, are-results of two questions:

.2

43: L belieVe that Most of my . Sixth Grade
teacher shoula"be more Total' Boys Girls
pleasaiit and cheerfill MT 6 MF MT S MF MT S MF,

41 .20 39 48 14 38 .35 24 41

`.1

n.

Ninth Grade
-Total - Boys Girls

MT S MF MT S MF MT S MF

47 29 24 54 22 24 44 33 23'

Eleventh Grade
Total Boys 'Girls

MT S MF ,MT S MT S MF

45 '26 29 51 21 '28 40 29 31

Grades Combined
Total Boys Girls

MT S MF 'MT S MF MT S MF

45 24 31 51 19 30 40 28 32



o

42. I believe that none of my
teachers 'grade fairly

Sixth Grade
Total Boys Girls

MT S MF MT/ S MF MT S MF

7 10 83 5 18 77 8 5, 87
)

Ninth Grade
Total Boys '" Girls

MT S MF MT 5 MF MT S MF

4 16. 80 7 11 82 2 20. 78

Eleventh
Total BiDyg. Girls

MT S MF MT S M MT S. MF

tr) 10 86 5 14 18 3 8 89

Grades Combined
Total Boys Girls

MT S MF MT S MF MT -S MF

5 12 83' 5.. 15' 80 5 10 85

Cv
Looking at question '43 it iS apparent that all three grade level

pupils--over 40 percent- -feel teachers could be more pleasant and
cheerful. At all three grade :levels boys hold this'yievi More intensely
than girls: It is strongest for both sexes at grade 9. This information
is a baSis id"- possible ..faculty action. It represents a specific area
where improvement should be attempted. On item 42, few pupils at any

r/t-t'rade level see teachers as unfair graders. 'There are almost no dif-
fel-ences bet ueen boys'and girls. Such responses .should be gratifying
to a faculty.

An item analysis could be the basis for making evaluations
school system, a school, or a grade within a school. It could als be
part of a diagnosis of any of these levels and a basis for planning nter-
vention strategies which might improve conditions.

12
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If race Were added'to sex and grade level in the item analysis.
it would be poSsible to pinpoint particular areas which are causes of
concern to students by" sex, by ethnic group, or by grade leyel.

k
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THE BATTLE STUDENT ATTITUDE SCALE
AS A RESE'ARCH AND EVALUATION TOOL

The Battle S udent Attitude Scal can be Used as,eithera
research ool or an evaluation instrument. Whatkis the difference?

e

An example of a research use within a single school occurred at
the p. K. Yonge Laboratory School in the sunimer ,of 19.72 when an effort
was being made to get the 'socioeconomic and racial composition of the
student body to be representative'of the State'as a whole. Tlie new
students were randomized and a special summer orientation program
was developed for, half of them. This design can be illustrated as
follows:

0

The R indicates random assignment; O' is a measurement, 'X is
the orientation prograni. Later O's are post-posttt*st scor,es collected
in the late fail: The 'pupils in the_program had significantly better
attitude's than those not in the program Alia: these differences tended to,
persiet.

.."

An example of avlarge-scale research use was .a study of many
schools in one county 'Where attitudes were related to the operating.
'patterns of school principals. It was found that prihcipals who tended
to operate in an, authoritarian manner tended to have pupils with poorer'
attitudes:. pupils lobked at the principal as someone on the opposingeami
rather than as a friend,, a counselor, or an impartial judge. Where the
principal was relatiVely democratic, pupils tended to see hit or her
a person who would 'help:with a. personal problem, would.treat:the pupil
the same regardless'of.the family,'SSocial.or financial ,status., and
would we lcorn eAuggeStions from the ;pupil;

While evaluation and reSearch often overlap,: mot eand mo're
experts awe:corning to view evaluation as a process of. collectin"g and
analyzing data to help decision inalwiS Make more valid judgments.
Thus, ,a schodl faculty might wish to'know the present status of pupil
morale and any trends in morale. In order to get this information they
could periodically test pupils and look at the results. nese results

:-might be compared with the norms provided in this monograph..

14
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If a school wished to initiate such an evaluation program,
several suggestions are appropriate.

1. - It is, not necessary to test every pupil every _time. 1.p

testing is planned three -times during the 'year, pupils should be randomly
divided into,three groupit This is. best done by using a table of random
numbers. These are found in the back of most statistics bcfooks. It is
better not to ,use every ;third number on the class rolls. There are
several reasons for randomizing: (argroups are equal except for chance
differences; (b) testipg part of the pupils saves time and money and When

":randomiy done gives almost the same results that would be obtained if
all pupils were tested; and (c) it avoids biases due to familiarity with
,the best.

.

2. Pupils new to the school should have a few weeks to
acquainted before they are tested.: Probably late September or early
October would be a suitable time for a pretest. Also, avoid testing just
.before .holidays, big games, So&alevents, the Very end of the school
day, or the lash day or two of the "school year.

3. Either early' December or late Januarir might be a .good
time for a second test administration. The third test could be given in
late April or eayly May.,

4. A test schedule of fall and, spring withoiit the winter admin-
istration, is' another possibility for schools.

5. Some schoolS niaA wish to develop a schedule of giving an
attitude measure once a year 4t, approximately The same time..",This
procedure enables a school to examine trends over time.

6. By obtaining information such as sex; race, and grade
level, comparisons,canbe-made. Means may '._)e dalcula,ted and graphs
made: The' follthVing situation could be revea ing.

130

120

110

100

\':""\



This would indicate That girls tend to have better attitudes than
boys and that their attitudes went up over the course of the year wher6.s
boys' attitudesnvorsened..

16
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RESEARCH DESIGN
AND MEASUREME 'T OF ,.6,ifl:IT'uPS

WITHIN CLA Sir001VIS

When a:programAs being used to improve pupil attitudes, great
care must be taken in the eicp`trirnehtal desigwin;order that thOse
involved in conducting the program may" have confidence that changes'
are related to, or caused by;, the program.

An educational Study haS" internal validity ifthetreatment. is the
reason for the change. It has` external validity if it can be:generalized--
that is, the treatment will work with lother subjects andin other..places.

There are many alternative explanationSfoii,a change besides
the treatment. These alternative explanations are suctl things as
historyevents external to the study; maturation-Lchanges'within the
siii3MIS caused by growth, fatigue, illness; regressibri*--a. tehdency of
high or low scorers to move toward the middle on retesting; testing-L-
the.advantage of practice. and knowing what to expect. These are just a
few of the possible threat'S to internal validity.. Many of these threats
can be Controlled by proper experimental design.

e of the worse threats to gerieralizability is thai the groups
being.stii ied may not be representative of the population about which;

.

one,want8 tO.generalize. In order to insure eXternal:validitk,the sample
shOul'd be I 7,a.ticlornly selected from the populationfabOut which one,04/.1`shes
to.'generalfZe. Thus, if.one.W,ished to have.-a program to reduce dr6P.,
outs. and had identified '.tlie.hgh -school group under 16 considered most
likelyto drop out; membershipAti the program should. be randomly
Selected from the total population rather than taking the severest cases;
which might seetii "nore humane.

What are some eNperimental.designs:thatmight be used in a
study of -student attitudes within claSsrooms? The 'simplest design, but
not an experimental one, may i?e'represented by:

X 0

In this design X is a treatment and 0 is A measurement, observation,
or other data gathering procedure. The X .could be knovei :curriculum
idea of ,ti teach(er-.:, After usingj.this novel idea, the 0 is the teat.. A .high

6.



score could mean nothing, for. the teacher does not know whether or not
the pupils could have done as well without the Instruction. So the teacher
modifies her procedures and uses the'following design:

01 X 02

The teacher has given a pretest, bdr instruction (X), and a posttest.
She then calculates 02-0., --the pretest-scoreisubtracted from the post-
test score. ,However, sht still cannot be certain-that--X i the reason
for the change. Something could have happenkd external t the study to
influence the .change; such as a widely viewer elevision pro ram. The
change Alight have resulted from the practice' effect of the first test. If
she were using young children they could be stronger, more Mature, Or
more rested on the second test. If she had a slow group which tested
very low the first time, regression could account for the difference.
So she tries 'again. She recruits a friend who has a similar class at,the
Same time to serve as a control and now the design becomes:

01 X 022

03 04

The broken line indicates the groups are snot equivalent.) This.time she'
calculate's OZ -01, and 04-03' If the experimental difference is larger
than the control difference, can she be sure that it was which made
the difference? .N9t yetl Suppose thatOer school has ability groUping

a and the friend had a low group and sheltad a high group. The bigger
difference coula,be explained by the bright group's haVing learned more
in a given time` th the slow gOup. So a further refinement in the
experindental de gn woubIbe desirable.

-031 . X

01

02

02

In this design subjects were randomly assigned to experimental and
control groups. This assures, except for chance, pre-experimental
equivalence. There is still a possibility that initial testing might influ-
ence- outcomes. To guard against this, subjects could be randomized
within classes, half of -them taking the pretest and the other half the
posttest. This design follows:

18 4
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The R' indicates random assignment to classes and also random assign-
riint- of treatment to a class. This is a very strong design, controlling
for most sources of internal and external validity.

For persons who are interested in an extended and thorough
treatment of experimevtal designs, the monpgraph Eer,imental and
Quaki-Experimental D4igns for Research (Campbell expz, Stanley, 1963)
is highly recommended. It discusses in detail some 16 designs as well
as eight threats to internal validity and four threats to external validity.
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BATTLE STUDENT ATTITUDE SCALE "e,
Form B

P. K. Yonge Laboratory School
University of Florida

Students of this school, like studentsi6f all schools, have dif-
ferent feelings about things.. This bookleVis for you to express your
feelings toward your self, other students, your teachers, your principal,
and your school as a whole. This is NOT a test. There are no tRight"

"Wong""ong" answers as such. EVERY ANSWER THAT TELLS HOW YOU,
'FEEL IS A-RIGHT ANSWER FOR YOU.. By marking how you feel about
each statement, you can help your school become a better school.

DIRECTIONS: Two sets of directions are provided--one for marking on
an answer sheet and the'other for marking in this booklet.

1. Marking on an answer sheet: Please place your name,
grade, date, and sex on-the spaces provided on the top
of the answer sheet.

Fill in Answer Space No. 1 if the statement is mostly true or true 0,

for you.

Fill ih Answer Space No. 2 if the statement is about half-true and
half-false for you.

Fill in Answer Space No. 3 if the statement is mostly -false or false
for you.

Marking in this booklet: Please plate your name; grade,
date, and sex on the spaces provided at the bottom of
this page.

Circle MT if the statement is mostly true or true for you.

Circle S ifthe statement is aboiit half-true and half-false for you.'

Circle MF if the statemenf-is mostly-false or false for you..

7.

NAME GRADE

BOY

...

GIRL TODAY'S DATE
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fitMT S MF 1. It is very hard for me to meet new people or
talk to my wholo class.

I feel like I need to make excuses lots of
times.

MT S MF

MF 3. L Sometimes I will change the way I act just
H to make someone else like me.

MT 'S MF 4. fI worry if I think someone may not like me.

MT S MF 5.1 don't think can be of much help to other
( people.

MT S MF 6. When I first meettitreone, I want to know if
they like me.

MT S MF 7. I don'( think I deserve the good things some
people say about me.'

MT S MF 8. I am often afraid because of something I
have done wrong.

, S MF 9. I am often afraid because of something I
might do wrong.

S ME 10. I could-be hapPier if I were not afraid of
Some things I think or do.

MT S MF 11. It is hard for me to go to parties and other
'rlarge groups.

MT S MF- 12. When my feelings change from happy to sad
or sad to-happy, I do not knbw why.

MT S MF 13. I don't like some of the people in my class.

MT S MF 14. I feel I am left out of most things at school.

MT S MF 15. Member' s Of y class do not know each other
very well.

MT NIF 16. I feel unhappy a lot of the time

MT a S tMF 17. Many people at this school lea others out
of activities in school.
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MT

MFS M
e

e.

18. A few students at, this school run everything.

MF 19. Many of the,,,students at this school do not act
their age'. .

MT S MF 20 Maly, boys and girls do not feel they belong
at this school.

MT

MT

MF 21. uch is done to help new students feel
lcome ,at this school.

MF, 22. It is hard for the to really be interested in
the things some of my friends dp.

,,

ME 23. Most' students at this school don't try to help
other students who are in: trouble.

MF 24.. When I ,in first getting to know others my
own age, I compare myself with them to
see who is better.

MT S ME, 25, ,,I. think that, the teachers usually will not
listen to, student ideas.

,--,

MT MF -26. I feel that feW,of the teachers are willing to
',--=., help one student at a time, that is to help

a student individually.

MT S

MT S

MT/

MT S

MT S

MT S

MF 27. S )mt, of the teachers favor girls more than
hnv

MF 28. Some of the teachers favor boyS more than
`girls.

MF 29. I feel that,diany of the teachers thin] I know
less than I do know.

ME 30." It seems to me that some of the teachers
ofitetn, talk unkindly to students.

MF 31. It seems tome that several of the:Aeachers
. .

are nervous and easily excited.
. -

ME 32. Some otthe teachers are always using words
that are too big for me to understand.

24
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MT MF 33. I believe that most of th,e teachers.are too
strict.

.

MT, S MF 34. The teacheis expect too much of me.

MT S MF 35. I believe I have a teacher who would give a
higher grade because a student complimented
him or her or did a favor for the teacher.

MT S MF 36.. I hate at least one of the teachers.

MT

'MT

ME 37. I think that some of the teachers seem to
feel that they are always right and the
student is always wrong.

MF 38. 1 believe that some of the teachers try to
make students afraid of them.

MT S MF 39. A It seems to me that some of the teacherS are
inclined to be "bossy".

S MF 40. I feel that none of the teachers grade fairly.

MT S MF 441. I believe that most of the teachers should be
more pleasant and cheerful.

MT S MF, 42. I think that most of the teachers would rather
not see and talk to -me when school is out.,

ME 43. I feel that the teachers do nut want me to
express my real opinion, thoughts, or
ideas.

MT

'MT S

MT S

MT S

ME 44. I don't think the things I am learning in
school will help Me when I am an adult.

MF 45 Students don't get a chance to make friends-
'in other rooms at this school.

MF . 46. I believe there tare too many rules in this
school.

IVIF .47. Some students from special families get
treated better, than students frpm other
families.

MF 48. The books and things we use in sch&l are
old and-not up-fo,date.

;25



S ME 49;

MT S MF 50.

MT S MF 51.

MT S MF 52.

MT S MF 53.

MT S MF 54.

S MF 55.

MT S MF '56.

MT S ME 57.

MT S MF 58.

/-

I think thing's get torn,up and treated badly,
at this school.

My parents.thin't know very much about my
classwork or this schdol:

I feel that the Prihcipal does not like su -
'gestions from the students.

I think the Principal is too strict.

I would not go to the Principal:13 office to
talk to him unless I was made to gd.

.

I don't think the Principal would wait to'help
me with a personal problem.

I believe this school would run just as
without our Principal.

I don't know what pur Pripcipal does to make
this school run better.

There are many things about my Principal,
that, I wish he of she would improve.

I believe this school could be run much
better.

26
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BATTLE STUDENT ATTITUDE SCALE
FoungA

UniverSity of Florida

C.

Students- of this school, like students of all schools, hd.vedif,
ferent feelings about things. This booklet isfor you to express your

. feelings toward yourself, other students; your teachers, your scihOol
administration, and your school as a whole. ,This .is NOT a test.
There are no "Right" or "Wrong" answers; as such. EVERY ANSWER
THAT TELLS HOW YOU FEEL IS A RIGHT ANSWER FOR YOU. By
marking how you feel about each statement, you can help yaur school
become a better school.

Fill incthefollowing blank:

NAME ,

SCHOOL
j

3
DIRECTIONS:

SEX DATE

GRADE AND SECTION .

DraW a circle around MT if the statement is mostly true or true for you.

Draw a circle around S if the statement is about half-true and half-false
for you.

Draw a circle around MF if the statement is. mostly-false or false for
you.

MT S MF 1.

MT S MF 2.

MT S ME 3.

MT S MF'

MT MF 5.

I think I am too shy.

I often. feel the need to make excuses for the
way I act.

I often change the way I do things or-what I
believe in order to please some,one else.

4

It worries me to think that some of the people
I know may dislike me.,

I feel that I have little to give to the helping
of others.

28



MT

MT.

MF feel that I might be .a failure if I don't gralce
certain changes in rni life.

)
7, When meeting a person for,the first time, I ,

want to know at ,once:Whether he or she likes

MF 8 Although people sometimes praisgme,,
that I do not really earn the praise,.1,

MT S MF I become ,aTkaid when I think of something
have done 'wrong or might do wrong in the
future.

MT?

MT

ME 10. I could be happier if I didn't have_zertain
faults o4 fears about myself.
9

MF 11. am not at ease at parties and other social
affairs.

MF 12. I don't know what I really want out of life.

MT S MF 13. I feel that I am too often left out of things.

MT , MF 14. When my feelings change from 'ga.d.to happy and
happy to sad, I do not know why. .)

i,,,, ,

15. I-feel unhappy"much of the.tiine:

MF ,1,6. ,, I dislike several of my classmates.

MT

MT

MF

14E* i7. Members of my c.lass do not know each other
well.

MT .

MT

MT

7

18. Students at this school are snobbish or
"stuck -up:"

1f9. Many of my classmates do not act as old as
their age.

MF 20. A few students at this school run all the
student affairs. °

MF 21. 'Many .boys and girls at this school feel that
they do not "belong" here.

ME, 22. There is little effort at this school to make
new students feel "at home.",



MT

MT

4 Students at this SChoot do not try to. help
other 6Ndents, who are in trouble-.

S M 24. 'I find it:har to take a real interest in lthe
activities of som my friends,

S MF 25'. When I am first getting to know a person of
my age, I ,compare him or liar with me to
see whether I am better ,or not as good as
this person.

- 26. I think that my teachers in general will not
listen enough to student ideas.

'MT S ME 27

MT

MT

MT.

MT

MT

etI feel that few of my teachers,a e willing to
help one student,at a time (that is to, help

,...._a.s.s11......,Klentindividually).,

':.4.otite of my teacherS favor girls more than
boys. f

MF 29. Some of my teachers favor boys more than
girls. 4

MF 30. Not many of my teachers are up to date (as
they are behind the times) in what they
teach and how they teach it.

MF 31. I feel that many of .my teacherS think I know. is (

less than I do know.

It seems to me-that some 'of rnyteachers
Often talk unkindly to students.7)

MF 33, It seems to me that several of my teachers
are nervous and easily excited.

MF 34. Some of, mi5i1-.t ttachers are always using words.
that are.t6o-b1,g for me to understand.

MF 55. I believe thaeiijost of my teachers are400
strict.

MT. S MF 36. My teacher& expect too much of me.

MT MF 37,. I: believe I haVe a teacher whoVould give a
higher:.@"ade because student complimented
him oiller or did a favor for the teache.rs.'

'30
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MT S. MF' 'I hate at lea,st one of my teachers.'

MT ''S S-11lIF 39. I think that some of -my teachers seem to feel
that they are always right and then student is
always wrongo.

MT 40. I believelhat some of teachers try to
make students afraid of therii.

MT;' . 41. It seems to me that some of my teachers'are,
inclined to be "bossy."

MT S l MF 42. I feel that none.of my teachers grade fairly.
,

MT

M ,S

MT S

M S
`;y

MT S

MT

MT S

MT

Nu. S.,

MT S

-43. I believe that most of my teaclers should e'

MF 44.

MF 45.

MF 46.

MF 47.

MF 48.

M 49;

MF 50.

MF 51.

MF 52.

MF 53.

In'oe pleasant and cheerful.

I think that, most of my teachers would rather
not see and talk to me when school is 'out.

In many of my classes I feel that the -teachers
do not want me to express my real opinion,
thoughts, or ideas. *

Ifeel that the principal does not'lile sug4.;
gestions from the. students.

I think the principal is too strict.

I would not go to the principal's office to talk
to him unless I wars made, to go.

I15elieve there are too many rules in this
school.

I ddn't believe
.help me 'with,

e principal would want. to
ersonal problern.

It seems to me that if a student is fi-om a
family who has more money, or is considered
more important, that he or sh&*ill get better

;, "'treatment from the ptiricipal.'

I-believe this school would run just as well
without our principal.

, .

J don't know what our principal does to make
this school better. ", .



0MT S MF 54. Theme are ninny things about my principal
that I wish he or,she would imProve...

MT S MF 55. 1 believe this schoOl could be mid much better.

MT S VLF 56.

MF 57.
e

It seems to me. that my textbooks are "behind
011ie times" or not up4-to date.

.4

I don't:believe:that any of my courses or
,-;-gubjects will be useful to me in the work I

might dO when I finish school.

M_ F 58,E I think there is little opportunity or Chance
for students in this school of different-

, grades to meet and get to know each other.

MT ME 59. I think there are too many things that our
school organizations Mkt 'not allolved to do.

MT S MF 60. At this chool art exhibits, musical prograntisx
'assembly programs, and the like.are not 1114
on to,help students learn more but rto.shot:
themoff.
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PERCENTILE ANKS

ELEMENTARY FORM
13ATTLE STUDENT-ATTITUDE SCALE

Scores
Percentile

- Rank

158-161 499.5
156-157 99
150-155 98
146-149 95
142-145 90
138-141 85
133-137 80
1282.132 70
123-127 60
119-122 50
115-118 40
112-114 30
110-111 25
107-109 20
102-106 15

98-101 10
97 5

90- 92 2
58- 89 1
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STANINE S

ELEMENTARY FORM
BATTLE STUDENTATTITUDE'SCALE

Stanine Score8 :

9 152-174
8 14A-151'
7 136=143.
6 128-135
5 120-127
4 112-119
3 104-111
2 96-103
1 18- *95
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PERCENTILE RANKS

SECONDARY FORM
BATTLE STUDENT ATTITUDE SCALE

Percentile
Scores

Percentile
RankRank

173-180 99 44138 -.
-170.472 98, 137 42
169 -97 136 40
168 96 135 38
167 95 134 37
165-166 94 133 36
164 93 .132 35
163 92 '131 it 33
162 91 130 31
161 90 129 30
160 89 128 28
159 87 127 27

,1-58 85 126 25
156 81 125 23
155 79 124 22
154 77 123 20
153 75 122 18
152 73 120 16
151_ 71 119 15
150 69 118 13
149 67 117 12
148. 65 1t6 11
147 63' .115 10
146 61 112-113 9
145 59 110-111 8
144 56 108-109 7
143 54 107 6
142 52 105 -106 5
141 50 102-104 4
140 47 98-101 3
139 45 '92- 97 .2

70 -91- 1 -

36
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STANINES

SECONDARY FORM
BATTLE. STUDENT ATTITUDE SCALE

Stanine Scores

9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1

171-180
-162-170
153-161
144-152
135-1431i
126-134
117-125

Q8-116
0 60- 97
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APPENDIX D

ITEM ANALYSIS

ELEMENTARY FOR M

BATTLE STUDENT' ATTITUDE SCALE



ITERATIVE DIDIMENSIONAL ITEM ANALYSIS
- CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS

ELEMENTARY FORM
BATTLE STUDENT ATTITUDE SCALE

Item Number Biserial r Item Number. Biserial r

1 1.222 30 1.335
2 1.285 31 1.497
3 1.057 32 1.504
4 0.927 33 1.471
5 1.365 34 1.891
6 0.388 35 1.290
7 0.739 36 1.375
8 0.737 37 1.702
9 0.929 38 1,494

10 0.975 39 1.679
11 1.287 40 1.005
12 1.061 41 1.319--
13 0 652 42 1.379
14 . 221 43 1.180
15 1.268 44 1.007
16 1.620 45 4.565
17 0.690 46 2.042
18'4' 0.655 0.742
19 0.501 48 1.225
20 1.222 49 1.433
21 1.092 50 1.106
22 1.266 51 1.387
23 1.158 52 0.871
24 1 .645 53 0.900
25 ( 1.347 54 1.288
26, 0.411 55 1.139
27 1.183 56 0.971
28 1.439 57 1.366
29 1. 130 58 1.693
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